Minutes of meeting of the Well Intercept Sub-Committee
Hotel Concorde Lafayette, Paris, France,
Thursday 7th March 2013
Attendees Present:
Rob Shoup, Gyrodata
Pete Clark, Chevron
Ludovic Macresy, Pathcontrol
Adriano V. Garcia, Shell
Mike Long, BHI
Patrick Knight, Sperry
Mike Buker, Phoenix
Ross Lowdon, SLB
Bill Allen, BP
Philip Gurden, BHI
Phil Harbidge, SLB
Brett VanSteenwyk, SDI
Stephen Paul, Sperry
Ross asked for feedback on the Well Intercept Sub-committee mission statement.
"Develop best practice in well intercept scenarios and promote its adoption in the well
construction industry"
There was a suggestion to change the word best to good. The group agreed on the new
mission statement
"Develop good practice in well intercept scenarios and promote its adoption in the well
construction industry."
In the meeting it was highlighted that there was a recent publication on relief well planning:
Guidelines on relief well planning – subsea wells
Issue 1, January 2012
Copyright The United Kingdom Offshore Oil and Gas Industry Association Limited (trading
as Oil & Gas UK), 2012. All rights reserved. This should be referenced to in the groups
bibliography.
In the meeting Ross reviewed the progress of the groups work to date, bibliography and
lexicon documents will be produced and made available on the www.ISCWSA.net web-site
due before the next ISCWSA meeting.

Bill Allen explained that BP will share some documentation and an SPE paper this year on
relief well planning that will be made available to the industry later in 2013.
Pete Clark suggested that the group start a project to provide some standard quality
indicator or robustness indicators for the relief well plan, to be reviewed in the next
Wellbore Intercept meeting.
The DEA164, active ranging MWD market research project proposed by Baker Hughes
and initially sponsored by ConocoPhillips has been shelved.
The Well Intercept good practice draft document was reviewed by the group and proposed
changes and edits were noted by Ross in the document, the edits will be made and the

document distributed to the group for further feedback before publishing on the ISCWSA
and SPE websites.
Bill described the current BP project to define a well intercept management process which
will be published later in 2013.
Ross asked the group to send him publications for compiling into a Well Intercept
bibliography document.
Ross asked the group for volunteers for writing definitions for the Well Intercept Subcommittee lexicon terms. Ross proposed the list of current lexicon terms be split into
sections and distributed to volunteers in the group.
Volunteers for writing definitions are Mike Long, Philip Gurden, Pete, Brett and Ross.
Ross stated he will split the current lexicon list if terms and distribute to the four other
volunteers.

